SPRING PRACTICE ON-TODAY

Football, Under New Rules, Will Re-
cently Played By Cornell. Far
Reaching In Their Influence.

Contrary to the recent announce-
ments, spring football practice will continue to be
held on Franklin Field. Notices have only
been sent to last Fall's varsity and
fraternity players, but through the
press of The Pennsylvania, Man-
age Thompson issues a call to all
alumni interested in the game. Those
alumni will be provided with full
football equipment, including shoes.

Although Andy Smith is generally
expected to be sure of the election, the
committee has not taken official ac-
tion yet and in absence of their
authorization he will not take charge of
the team. The first practice will be
assemble later in the day, to
be held in Franklin Field at least
each, although the remainder of the
 erst will not be voted upon until
the next month's banquet. Coates
and Miller will direct the practice, assisted
by any members of the alumni who
remain present. According to promises made
by the practice was to be conducted by a
small number of graduates on hand. The
first twenty days will be devoted
to putting the men in proper
physical conditions to stand
attacking. The second section
will consist in making the men
strength.

Other men who have been
named to the alumni crews are
have been shifted to No. 2 in that boat, while
Melchers, who was coxing the third,
had taken his place. Mason, No. 2 in the
second, is now setting the pace
for the third. In the first boat the
crew had no difficulty in defeating
the Providence crew.

The Sunday race was run by the
Pennsylvanians in which the teams from
were in a dead heat for the first
and second places. The
showed great spirit in their
race even though the crew boat has started to run.

G.I.V.E.N. ENGINEERS BANQUET—

Fellow of the Rock Chrin in First Annual Gathering.

The Civil Engineering Society held its First Annual Banquet in
the Engineering Societies' Clubhouse. It was a
success in every way. About one
hundred men were present and
enjoy the bounteous repast and
in
varied style.

The ball was tastefully decorated in
and blue, and gave quite
an effect. The program was

by the Civil Engineering Society
organized.

Mr. Raymond N. Presteh, the
toastmaster, introduced the speakers
and announced that the President, who was
expected to be present, was
in the house and
that he was undoubtedly de-

Dr. Smith, the Vice-President,
"My Boys.

Dr. Fisher, Dean of the College, spoke
on the "Civil Engineer in College." He
said that engineers, more than any
other profession, needed cultural as
well as practical education, and ad-

the students to take advantage of
their

students.

Other speakers were Dr. Marburg,
head of the Civil Engineering Department
of the University, who
the Engineers' Club of Philadelphia,
and received the warmth and enthusiasm of the students in the
department.

Track Men on Hospital List.

Two members of the Pennsylvania
athletic corps were the
roasting of the track squad. One
was Hospital, who was recently admitted
to the hospital and unable to complete
in the relay, but
a促进了 President. The other, President, ran
in the afternoon and
on the hospital list for at
least two events in the track season,
including the 100-yard sprint.

There will be a more complete list of
the injured after the report, as this is the last before the

cornell meet.
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Use A Razor That Doesn't Hurt

Some razors skip light hairs and pull heavy ones; some split hairs and leave a rough face; others shave middling close but at the expense of some good skin you'd like to keep.

KEEN KUTTER SAFETY RAZOR

cut all those costing shaving troubles. It shaves a light or heavy beard equally well, and no razor pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pulls or pull...
SOCCER TEAM TO CLOSE SEASON.
Red and Blue Players Meet Cornell in Last Game at Old Gym Tuesday.

Tomorrow Pennsylvania's soccer team goes to Ithaca, N. Y., where it will meet the Cornellians in the last game of the season. The red and blue team scored highly from February, who in turn defeated Cornell. Pennsylvania went down sound Yale and Columbia in the early part of its season.

Cornell has only three of its last year's varsity men in the lineup, and has had trouble in finding material to make up a team this season. The blue team has had little difficulty with the minor teams she has met, but finds some of the larger university teams too accustomed to the game. Since her last struggle over practice has been carried on, Cornell is ready to put up a strenuous fight against the red and blue on Saturday.

The following is the intercollegiate soccer standing:

Win. Los. P.C.

Columbia ..... 6 0 1,000
Yale ..... 2 4 600
Harvard ..... 2 2 500
Pennsylvania ..... 2 2 500
Harvford ..... 2 3 400
Cornell ..... 0 3 200

NOTE: HISTORIAN TO SPEAK.

Prof. G. W. Prothero, of Edinburgh University, to Lecture on His
tory of England Today.

Professor George Walter Prothero, Lott,D., LL.D. (Edinburgh), of London. Scotland, will lecture on "The Chief Causes Which Have Contributed to the Making of the British Empire." this afternoon, at 4 o'clock, in Hoynsen Hall.

Dr. Prothero is making a tour through the United States, delivering lectures on English history. He has served at Harvard University, University of Michigan, Chicago University, and University of Wisconsin.

On Sunday Mr. Joseph G. Roomarren, a Trustee of the University, will entertain Dr. and Mrs. Prothero, who has accompanied her husband to the different cities he has visited in America, at a dinner party at his home, 1829 Spruce street. Many of the professors of history in the neighboring colleges, who live in the vicinity of Philadelphia, will be present at the dinner.

Dr. Prothero is a graduate of Rome and King's College, Cambridge, and is the foremost historical authority in the United States. He is particularly familiar with the question upon which he will speak, having written many papers on this topic.

Shrewsbury Law Club Defeats Wilson.

Shrewsbury Law Club defeated Wilson Law Club on Franklin Field yesterday in a closely played game by the score of 8-4. Infolde errors gave the Shrewsbury team a lead of five runs in the opening inning.

Shrewsbury .... 5 0 0 10 011-9
Wilson .......... 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 7-4

NOTICES.

There will be no band rehearsal to-night. The next rehearsal will be held Monday night A. H. Bevan.

Somebody hopes and wrestlers for the May Day Sports please report every day at 5 o'clock in the Boiling Room on the main floor in the gym. New material comes in. A chance for everybody. Wrestlers of any ability are especially urged to report.

The following members of the Varsity soccer team will meet this evening at the Gymnasium Terminal at 8:30 to go to Ithaca: Captains Payn, Hen
er, Hiram, Caryl, Robins, Crockett, Cullin, Pinder, Hiley, Irvin, Treat and Yeot, H. M. Martin, Manager.

The following Freshmen baseball candidates will take the 4:15 train from West Philadelphia for Mercersburg today: Gordon, Moyer, Inker, Jones, Wallace, Rough, Mossell, Don

Nem, Toomey, Fossett, Corwell, Snell and McNabb. (Signed) Coach Christ.

BRADDOCK 1/2 ZELLEY
112 So. 11th St.

Using the Pennsylvania as a medium, we wish to draw the students attention to our line and well selected line of men's furnish-
ings.

Make an appointment. The usual discount. The usual discount. The usual discount.

"THE OLDE TIME LUNCH SHOP"
3323-25 Woodland Ave

Smoke. Reminiscences. Clever stories. All good fellows. Cigarettes in order. Of course they're Fatimas. The mild flavor climaxes the climax. The rare blend of Turkish tobacco just suits. The mellowing process has made it perfection.

The package is economical and you get ten extra cigarettes.

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.

University Text-Books
BOTH NEW AND SECOND-
HAND FOR
ALL DEPARTMENTS
TO BE HAD AT
McCey's Book-Store
1229 Arch Street

THE COMMONWEALTH TITLE INSURANCE AND TRUST COMPANY
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS, $2,100,000
1361 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

W. W. McCaulBAND & SON
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
Lamplighting and Ice Hanging
3647 Market Street
Kensington, West 405 D.
Bell: Preston 1307 A

TUPEWRTERS
RENEWED, SOLD, REPAIRED & EXCHANGED
Special rates to students. All makes an hand at all times. A liberal rental allowance made if you double to a pa-
down. Get particulars from M. L.
Traver, 23 Cote House, U. P. Dorr-
berry.

THE TYPExERCHANGE
821 Walnut Street, Phila., Pa.

FATIMA
TURKISH BLEND
CIGARETTES
20 for 15 cts.

SMOKE. REMINISCENCES. CLEVER STORIES.
ALL GOOD FELLOWS.
CIGARETTES IN ORDER.
OF COURSE THEY'RE FATIMAS.
THE MILD FLAVOR CLIMAXES THE CLIMAX.
THE RARE BLEND OF TURKISH TOBACCO JUST SUITS.
THE MELLOWING PROCESS HAS MADE IT PERFECTION.

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.

You can pay the price of FOWNES GLOVES and not get Fownes style, fit our service.

FEATURING
THE MSNN SYLVANIAN.

IVY BALL
WEIGHTMAN HALL, GYMNASIUM
SUBSCRIPTION, $3.00
Tickets at the Pennsylvania Office or from Committee
FRIDAY, APRIL 22nd, AT 9 P. M.

For a Luncheon or Smoker
you will find in our establishment a great variety of good things.

HENRY ROHNER CO.
High Grade Groceries. Foreign and Domestic Specialties
N. E. COR, 5th and RACE STS.

TYPEWRITERS
RENEWED, SOLD, REPAIRED & EXCHANGED
Special rates to students. All makes an hand at all times. A liberal rental allowance made if you double to a pa-
down. Get particulars from M. L.
Traver, 23 Cote House, U. P. Dorr-
berry.

THE TYPExERCHANGE
821 Walnut Street, Phila., Pa.
BIBLE STUDY HAS FIRM HOLD. 

Gratifying Increase of Student Groups. Two More Weekly Meetings.

That the recently started Bible study campaign is a permanent move-ment and continues to help the inter-
est of the students was shown last evening when over thirty undergrad-
uates attended the fifth weekly Bible Study Supper, in Houston Hall. 

Edward R. Robb, chairman of the Promoting Committee, presided and
himself as highly crash-

Fed with the present status of the movement. He stated that he has re-
cords of sixty Bible study groups formed among the students in the
housing, a field most difficult
to reach because of its remoteness
from University life. As has been
stated before, with few exceptions, each fraternity and sorority has its
own group meeting each week for Bible study.

Because of the warm weather and the increased amount of college work
in the month of May, the Bible study will shortly be discontinued for this
year. There will be but two more of the weekly suppers—next Thurs-
day evening when some prominent Philadelphia citizen will address the
undergraduates, and on the following
Wednesday evening, April 27, when President Smith will be present.

Following the supper last evening the undergraduates separated, as usual,
to meet in groups, to be coached on the subjects for discussion during
the coming week.

Student Conference at Parsons Pieses. In response to a demand on the
part of college men in the Middle At-

ante States for a Summer Christian Conference held at a more convenient
date than that of Northfolk, a new conference has been arranged for this
year, to assemble at Parsons Pieses, Pennsylvania, June 10 to 19.

The local Christian Association leaders will endeavor to have Philadelphia
represented by over one hundred under-
graduates, and committees are
being appointed to arouse interest
in the plan. Parsons Pieses is situated in Northeastern Pennsylvania, and
is an ideal place for summer camping.

Camera Club Prepares for Exhibit. All members of the Camera Club
are busily engaged in preparing for the
pictures which are to be put on exhibit at the Intercollegiate Camera Club exhibit.

Only thirty pictures from one club will be allowed on exhibition. These
may be landscape views, photographs of interior pictures of buildings and
construction work, or any good
cornices which can be taken with a camera.

W. H. Embick & Sons have always proved the most popular tailors for Pennsylvania students, because they have the "young man idea,"
becoming very popular, and moderate, and because they allow the student 10 per
cent discount. 1628 Chestnut street.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

SUMMER WORK. We have an open-
ing for two or three more students for work during the summer months, 
paying $200 to $400 a month. Apply,
student, college, home ad-
dress and previous employment, to
X. Y. Z., P. O. Box 217, Philadelphia.

LAW.—A Delta Tau Delta fraternity
pin, with initials A. G. C. inscribed
on back. Kindly return to Pennsylvania
office.

TABLE BOARD.—Excellent home
cooking and good service. Mrs. Wiedenmann, 132 W. 31st st. $1.50
per week; meals, 25 cents.

LAW.—A Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity
pin, pinning on Woodland Avenue,
between the Dormitories and Col-
lege Hall in the Dormitory Tri-
angle. Finder please return to J. M. 
Henshott, 327 Locust street.

TABLE BOARD.—Mrs. Beul Wood, 
3241 Walnut st. First-class table
board. $1.50 a week.

POTT STUDIO

1213 CHESTNUT STREET, 
Philadelphia.

The Normandie Barber Shop

1318 CHESTNUT STREET, 
Philadelphia.

When You Need Money

MAKER OF MEN'S CLOTHES 
36 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia.

C. WILLIAMS & SONS
CHAIRS, TABLES AND CANOPIES TO HIRE
235 South 12th Street
Philadelphia.

MEETING PLACE FOR UNIVERSITY MEN
BELL TELEPHONE, Fillet 4160

THE PENNSYLVANIAN.